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Sent: Saturday, October 17, 2015 11:31 PM

Sent: Sunday, October 18, 2015 12:17 AM
To: 'Stephen Filipiak'
Cc: 'Jenny Everett'
Subject: Edit: RE: SQWorms Response to Aloha Gambia Natural Farming Thank You; CC: Knock Knock
Uganda PC: Jenny Everrett

Sorry some edits were needed for clarity. Updated response:
________________________________
From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Saturday, October 17, 2015 11:31 PM
To: 'Stephen Filipiak'
Cc: 'Jenny Everett'
Subject: SQWorms Response to Aloha Gambia Natural Farming Thank You; CC: Knock Knock Uganda
PC: Jenny Everrett

Hi Stephen
CC: Jenny Everett
SQWorms Response to Aloha Gambia Natural Farming Thank You; CC: Knock Knock
Uganda PC: Jenny Everrett
Thanks for your email. No, I don’t recall you having emailed me before; I always respond to
emails; so would have responded. I did recently email some Peace Corps Volunteers from
Uganda; more about that further below.
I am glad that the information on sqworms.co.nr was useful to you; most of it, particularly when
it comes to the recipes was not my own work, I collected it from around the web and compiled it
into one place.
Yes I am also in Africa. I was born here and experienced living under Verwoerd’s Apartheid
compared to the current Mandelatopia; which I think gives me a slightly different perspective;
than the culture shock you experienced arriving in Africa.
Did you notice the ‘Ecology of Peace’ notice; I have on the SQWorms Contact page; under ‘please
note’?
I did a google search on your email address and found your Aloha Gambia blog; and have been
reading some of your blog posts; about your experiences dealing with indecisive Africans.
By indecisive Africans; I mean African people who are cognitively existentially clueless about
what they want.
Put simply: if they were capable of buck stops here honesty; they would describe their
existential purpose as no different from cognitively unconscious cockroaches who do not pretend

to be ‘conscious human beings capable of logic and reason’: survive to fornicate appears to be the
African existential purpose; and ‘survive to fuck/shop rape the planet’ appears to be the
foundational principle of Western European culture’s cockroach on bling imbeciles.
Uganda Peace Corps volunteer: Jenny Everett, quite accurately described an indecisive bleeding
heart white guilt liberal pretending to give a fuck about ‘sincerely helping Africans’ dealing with
indecisive Africans; at her blog: Knock Knock: Who’s There? Uganda; in Mortal Peace Corps
Kombat.
I had some thoughts about some of the issues you discuss in your blog posts – my interpretation:
about an indecisive European awakening to the reality of his indecisiveness about who he is or
what he wants; except in terms of what his indecisive money and tits and ass slut worshipping
culture has taught him to want; attempting to help indecisive Africans were more than thought
provoking – and thought about providing you with some honest subjective feedback; from a
woman who does know what she wants; who avoids attempting to help anyone else: European
or African; unless they are willing to clarify what it is they want; and she considers what they
want; worthy of her time and effort.
Do you want my feedback; and if so: Would you prefer I respond on your blog; or by email?
Generally – in terms of my Clerk Ecology of Peace campaign transparency standards –
correspondence that is or could be interpreted as ‘EoP’ –v– ‘WiP’ negotiations -- whether it be
truthseeking honest cooperative win-win discussion; or argumentative combative in your face
Marine Corps Wake the Fuck Up obscenities to slap imbecile idiots across the head with a nailended two-by-four; to confront them with their -- ‘Do I want an ‘EoP’ or ‘WiP’ social contract
future?’ – decision-making; are transparently recorded.
For numerous multi-tasking reasons; among others Knock Knock Uganda PCV Jenny
Everrett has already previously been contacted; as part of EoP Axis: Uganda; I shall update this
PCV correspondence there at: EoP Axis Military Necessity Evacuation: Uganda [PDF]

Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk

________________________________
From: snfilipiak@gmail.com [mailto:no-reply@weebly.com]
Sent: Saturday, October 17, 2015 5:01 PM
To: sqworms44u@mweb.co.za
Subject: New Form Entry: SQWorms Contact Form

You've just received a new submission to your SQWorms Contact Form.
Submitted Information:
Name

Stephen Filipiak
Email
snfilipiak@gmail.com
Tel/Cel
Subject
Thank you...
Comment
Greetings,
I'm not sure if I've emailed you before but, if not, I wanted to say a big "thank you!" for
putting up the website, good work! It's helped me a lot in my attempt to learn natural
farming and it's good to see that you're also in Africa - I'm currently in The Gambia
finishing up a 2 year Peace Corps Volunteer stint. I've been teaching natural farming
here and made a manual to help the people. So, I'm just putting together a presentation
for some new volunteers we have here and wanted to reach out to you. I've been
looking at the site for a couple years now. Thanks and all the best
Stephen

From Stephen Filipiak | To: Lara Johnstone
Sent: Sunday, November 01, 2015 1:23 PM

From: Stephen Filipiak [mailto:snfilipiak@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, November 01, 2015 1:23 PM
To: jmcswan@mweb.co.za
Subject: Re: Edit: RE: SQWorms Response to Aloha Gambia Natural Farming Thank You; CC: Knock
Knock Uganda PC: Jenny Everrett

Lara,
Thanks for the link to the other blog. It's good timing on your part, in that I just watched a talk by
ernesto sirolli that seemed to bring up some similar points. here's the link in case you get a
minute and want to see it:
https://www.ted.com/talks/ernesto_sirolli_want_to_help_someone_shut_up_and_listen?language
=en
These thoughts are interesting to me. It seems too cynical to me but I think it could just be out of
my comfort zone given my lack of time here. maybe you've seen through a lot more given your
time.
----------------------Put simply: if they were capable of buck stops here honesty; they would describe their
existential purpose as no different from cognitively unconscious cockroaches who do not pretend
to be ‘conscious human beings capable of logic and reason’:survive to fornicate appears to be the
African existential purpose; and ‘survive to fuck/shop rape the planet’ appears to be the
foundational principle of Western European culture’s cockroach on bling imbeciles.
I had some thoughts about some of the issues you discuss in your blog posts – my interpretation:
about an indecisive European awakening to the reality of his indecisiveness about who he is or
what he wants; except in terms of what his indecisive money and tits and ass slut worshipping
culture has taught him to want; attempting to help indecisive Africans were more than thought
provoking – and thought about providing you with some honest subjective feedback; from a
woman who does know what she wants; who avoids attempting to help anyone else: European
or African; unless they are willing to clarify what it is they want; and she considers what they
want; worthy of her time and effort.
-----------------------

I would be willing to take some feedback, email works best for me. Yes,i think it may help to let
me know what you're thinking. But i have to be honest that with the way you're talking and your
history of being born in Africa and 'at the party' for your whole life I'm worried I'm 'late to the
party' so to speak. So if you can understand that i am new here and learning a lot about how to
best help, given my background with its limitations as you pointed out, then i'd be open to chat
with you.
stephen

From: Lara Johnstone | To: Stephen Filipiak
Sent: Sunday, November 01, 2015 9:43 PM

From: Lara [mailto:jmcswan@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Sunday, November 01, 2015 9:43 PM
To: 'Stephen Filipiak'
Subject: RE: Edit: RE: SQWorms Response to Aloha Gambia Natural Farming Thank You; CC: Knock
Knock Uganda PC: Jenny Everrett

Hi Stephen
Thought I had either offended you; or you must be one of those peace corps hillbilly’s out in the
bush; who only has access to their internet account once in a blue moon.
Glad to know that you were not offended.
Will take a look at the Ernesto Sirolli link and let you know my thoughts; and take a look at
your blog again; to spark my memory on the issues that I thought I’d provide you with my weird
perspective on.
You might find a friend of mine: Gene’s ideas about living in Africa interesting. He is American
Jew; former philosophy professor who has spent years in Africa; and he has some really unique
perspectives on Europeans and their relationships with Africans; and the difference between
relating to rural Africans and urbanized Euro-liberalized Africans. His ideas you can find here.
So I shall check out your link; and get back to you with my working hypothesis perspectives on
some of the issues you discuss in your blog posts.
Lara

To: Stephen Filipiak
CC: Dr. Ernesto Sirolli; Guy McPherson; Lawrence Wilkerson;; JCS: General Dempsey &
Dunford; Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu; EoP Axis: USA, NATO; China & Russia;
USA, ICC & United Nations International Law Officials; Uganda PC: Jenny Everett; EoP v WiP
[PDF] Religious Scholars
BCC: GMC 4643-13 Applicants & observers
Sent: Sunday, November 01, 2015 11:53 PM
Subject: Aloha Gambia Natural Farming & Knock Knock Uganda PC Mortal Kombat; Ernesto Sirolli: Want
to help someone? Shut up and listen

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Sunday, November 01, 2015 11:53 PM
To: 'Stephen Filipiak'
Cc: 'Dr. Ernesto Sirolli'; 'Jenny Everett'; EndCiv: Guy McPherson; 'Lawrence Wilkerson'; 'Democratic
Party: President Barack Obama'; 'President George W Bush via Donald Rumsfeld'; 'NATO Military
Committee: Chairman: General Petr Pavel: Czech Republic via: NATO: Shape: Public Affairs Office';
'Kremlin Press Office'; 'China: CCP Central Committee: President Xi Jinping via: Chinese Communist Party:
Peoples Daily'; 'US Trade Correspondence'; 'Public Media Affairs: Matt McAlvanah'; 'Trevor Kincaid';
'Andrew Bates'; 'Roya Stephens'; 'Jesse Overton'; 'US Navy JAG: VADM James W Crawford III JAG
Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'VADM Bruce McDonald: Bruce MacDonald'; 'Cercle K2'; 'Supreme Court Justices via
DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs'; 'ICC: Int’l Criminal Court: Prosecutors Office: Fatou Bensouda'; 'Int’l Court of
Justice: President: Judge Peter Tomka: via Peace Palace Library'; 'Director: Jeroen Vervliet'; 'United
Nations: Rule of Law Unit'; 'Deputy Secretary-General: Jan Eliasson'; 'General Dempsey & Dunford via
USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn'; 'Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu';
'Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary'; 'Prince Hall Masons via President Obama via Vice Admiral Nanette
Derenzi: US Navy Judge Advocate General co: Knowledge and Information Services JAG
Knowledge.Info.Svc'; 'Norwegian Order of Freemasons via Anders Breivik via Geir Lippestad: Tord Jordet';
'François Stifani: Grande Loge Nationale Française'; 'Masonic High Council of Egypt'; 'Islamic Scholars: AlAzhar Al Shareef'; 'Supreme Council of Islamic Affairs'; 'askme@islamic-council.com'; 'Karim Soliya'; 'Al
Azhar Univ Islamic Sciences: Aziz Madel'; 'M Shashin'; 'Royal Islamic Strategic Studies Ctr: Prince Ghazi
bin Muhammad of Jordan'; 'Aref Ali Nayed'; 'Pope Francis via Holy See in London – Nuntius'; 'AngCh:
Office'; 'AngCh: ExecOff: Christine Codner'; 'Buddhism Scholars: The 14th Dalai Lama'; 'Matthieu Ricard';
'Karuna Shechen: Matthieu Ricard'; 'Orthodox Christian Scholars: Moscow Orthodox Theological
Academy'; 'Cathedral of Christ Savior: Editor: Leonid Filatev'; 'Russian Orthodox Church'; 'Russian
Orthodox Church'; 'Protestant Christian Scholars: Christianity Today: Mark Galli'; 'David Neff'; 'Angus
Buchan'; 'Judaism Scholars via JTSA: Alan Mittleman'; 'Amy Kalmanofsky'; 'Meredith Katz'; 'Skip Moen';
'Atheist Scholars via Daniel Dennett'; 'Richard Dawkins'; 'Hindu Scholars: Baba Amte: Anandwan Comm:
Office'; 'Mata Amritanandamayi: HQ'; 'Baba Ramdev'; 'Asaram Bapu'; 'Heart of Hinduism'; 'Taoism
Scholars: Beijing Dongyue Temple: Yuan Zhihong'; 'Chinese Taoist Assoc'; 'Hong Kong Taoist Assoc';
'Hunan Taoist Assoc'; 'Taoism of Longhushan'; 'Shanghai Taoism Assoc'; 'Shintoism Scholars: Futahashira
Shrine'; 'International Shinto Foundation'; 'Guji Yukitaka Yamamoto'; 'Native American scholars via Idle
No More: Sheelah McLean'; 'Nina Wilson'; 'Sylvia McAdam'; 'Jess Gordon'; 'Sacred Religious Texts
Archive'; 'United Nations: Special Rapporteur Rights of Indigenous peoples: James Anaya'
Bcc: 'US Army: Gen Paul Kern'; 'Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen Gordon Sullivan'; 'US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm:
Gen. Charles Chuck Wald'; 'Timothy McVeigh'; 'DOJ-NSD Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy
McVeigh'; 'NSA: Gen Keith Alexander'; 'Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group'; 'GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe';
'Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell'; 'Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta'; 'David Petraeus'; 'Raymond
Odierno and John Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff'; 'Stan McChrystal'; 'Judge
Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit'; 'David Coombs Office'; 'Zbigniew Brzezinski';
'Major General Dana Pittard'; 'Major General Herbert Raymond McMaster'; 'John W. Whitehead'; 'Donald

Rumsfeld'; 'USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn'; 'Supreme Court Justices via DoJ:
SupremeCtBriefs'; 'Holy See in London – Nuntius'; 'Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary'; 'Arif Hasan
Akhundzada'; 'USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark: Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base'
Subject: Aloha Gambia Natural Farming & Knock Knock Uganda PC Mortal Kombat; Ernesto Sirolli: Want
to help someone? Shut up and listen

Stephen Filipiak
Aloha Gambia Peace Corps
CC: Dr. Ernesto Sirolli (Ernesto@sirolli.com)
CC: PC Uganda: Jenny Everett (jennyseverett@gmail.com)
CC: Guy McPherson (guy.r.mcpherson@gmail.com)
CC: Lawrence Wilkerson (lbwilk@wm.edu)
CC: EoP Axis Officials: USA, NATO; China & Russia
CC: USA, ICC & United Nations International Law Officials
CC: Religious Scholars: Ref: VPutin New-or-No Rules Q: A: Egyptian Pres Al-Fattah
Al-Sisi at Al-Azhar: We Must Revolutionize Our Religion
CC: General Dempsey & Dunford via USMC JCS: Dir Joint Force Dev: Lt Gen George Flynn
(george.flynn@mail.mil)
CC: Israel Prime Minister: Benjamin Netanyahu (pm_eng@pmo.gov.il)
BCC: GMC 4643-13 Applicants & observers

EoP Axis Officials: USA, NATO; China & Russia:
United States: Civilian Commander in Chief
Democratic Party: President Barack Obama (presidency@whitehouse.gov)
Republican Party: President George W Bush via Donald Rumsfeld (daniel@javelindc.com)
NATO Member Prime Ministers and Presidents
Via: NATO Military Committee: Chairman: General Petr Pavel: Czech Republic
via: NATO: Shape: Public Affairs Office (shapepao@shape.nato.int)
Russia: Kremlin: President Vladimir Putin
via Kremlin Press Office (press_office@prpress.gov.ru)
China: CCP Central Committee: President Xi Jinping
via: Chinese Communist Party: Peoples Daily (englishpd@163.com)
TTIP US Trade Representative: Michael Froman
via US Trade Correspondence (correspondence@ustr.eop.gov); Public Media Affairs: Matt
McAlvanah (MMcalvanah@ustr.eop.gov); Trevor Kincaid (TKincaid@ustr.eop.gov); Andrew
Bates (ABates@ustr.eop.gov); Roya Stephens (RStephens@ustr.eop.gov); Jesse Overton
(JOverton@ustr.eop.gov)
USA, ICC & United Nations International Law Officials
USA Law: US Navy JAG: VADM James W Crawford III JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc
(JAGIR@navy.mil); VADM Bruce McDonald: Bruce MacDonald (bruce.macdonald@atsid.com);

Cercle K2 (contact@cercle-k2.fr); Supreme Court Justices via DoJ: SupremeCtBriefs
(SupremeCtBriefs@usdoj.gov);
International Law: ICC: Int’l Criminal Court: Prosecutors Office: Fatou Bensouda
(otp.informationdesk@icc-cpi.int); Int’l Court of Justice: President: Judge Peter Tomka: via
Peace Palace Library (info@peacepalacelibrary.nl); Director: Jeroen Vervliet
(j.vervliet@peacepalacelibrary.nl);
United Nations: Rule of Law Unit (rol@unrol.org); Deputy Secretary-General: Jan Eliasson
(Eliasson@un.org)
CC: Religious Scholars: Ref: VPutin New-or-No Rules Q: A: Egyptian Pres Al-Fattah
Al-Sisi at Al-Azhar: We Must Revolutionize Our Religion [EoP v WiP negotiations PDF1:
Jan 11 2015]
Masonic Scholars: Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary (gs@grandsecretaryoftx.org); Prince
Hall Masons via President Obama via Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: US Navy Judge Advocate
General co: Knowledge and Information Services JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc (JAGIR@navy.mil);
Norwegian Order of Freemasons via Anders Breivik via Geir Lippestad: Tord Jordet
(tord@advokatlippestad.no); François Stifani: Grande Loge Nationale Française
(fspgmfm@gmail.com); Masonic High Council of Egypt (masoniccouncil@gmail.com); Islamic
Scholars: Al-Azhar Al Shareef (Pr.amc@alazhar.gov.eg); Supreme Council of Islamic Affairs
(askme@islamic-council.org); (askme@islamic-council.com); Karim Soliya (karim@soliya.net); Al
Azhar Univ Islamic Sciences: Aziz Madel (azizmadel@yahoo.com); M Shashin
(mshahin@islamicau.org); Royal Islamic Strategic Studies Ctr: Prince Ghazi bin Muhammad of
Jordan (opinion@rissc.jo); Aref Ali Nayed (aref@kalamresearch.com); Catholic Scholars:
Superior General Adolfo Nicolas, Pope Benedict, Pope Francis via Holy See in London – Nuntius
(Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk); AngCh: Office (aco@anglicancommunion.org); AngCh: ExecOff:
Christine Codner (christine.codner@anglicancommunion.org); Buddhism Scholars: The 14th
Dalai Lama (ohhdl@dalailama.com); Matthieu Ricard (monastery.nepal@shechen.org); Karuna
Shechen: Matthieu Ricard (asia@karuna-shechen.org); Orthodox Christian Scholars: Moscow
Orthodox Theological Academy (mpda@yandex.ru); Cathedral of Christ Savior: Editor: Leonid
Filatev (f_leonid@mail.ru); Russian Orthodox Church (info1@patriarchia.ru); Russian Orthodox
Church (press@patriarchia.ru); Protestant Christian Scholars: Christianity Today: Mark
Galli (mgalli@christianitytoday.com); David Neff (dneff@christianitytoday.com); Angus Buchan
(angus@angusbuchan.co.za); Judaism Scholars via JTSA: Alan Mittleman
(almittleman@jtsa.edu); Amy Kalmanofsky (amkalmanofsky@jtsa.edu); Meredith Katz
(mekatz@jtsa.edu); Skip Moen (skip@skipmoen.com); Atheist Scholars via Daniel Dennett
(daniel.dennett@tufts.edu); Richard Dawkins (contact@richarddawkins.net); Hindu Scholars:
Baba Amte: Anandwan Comm: Office (anandwan@gmail.com); Mata Amritanandamayi: HQ
(macenter@amma.org); Baba Ramdev (divyayoga@rediffmail.com); Asaram Bapu
(support@ashram.org); Heart of Hinduism (icrc@pamho.net); Taoism Scholars: Beijing
Dongyue Temple: Yuan Zhihong (dytemple@126.com); Chinese Taoist Assoc (zgdjbjb@163.com);
Hong Kong Taoist Assoc (admin@hktaoist.org.hk); Hunan Taoist Assoc (hza@hunandj.com);
Taoism of Longhushan (lhsdj.org@gmail.com); Shanghai Taoism Assoc (sh_taoism@163.com);
Shintoism Scholars: Futahashira Shrine (futahashira@roy.hi-ho.ne.jp); International Shinto
Foundation (info@shinto.org); Guji Yukitaka Yamamoto (tsubakiamerica@bigplanet.com);
Native American scholars via Idle No More: Sheelah McLean (mcleanshe@hotmail.com);
Nina Wilson (creethunder2001@yahoo.ca); Sylvia McAdam (smcadam03@yahoo.ca); Jess Gordon
(jessicagordonconsulting@gmail.com); Sacred Religious Texts Archive (postmaster@sacredtexts.com); United Nations: Special Rapporteur Rights of Indigenous peoples: James Anaya
(indigenous@ohchr.org)
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Aloha Gambia Natural Farming & Knock Knock Uganda PC Mortal Kombat; Ernesto
Sirolli: Want to help someone? Shut up and listen

Ernesto Sirolli: Want to help someone? Shut up and listen
Listened to the Ernesto Sirolli: Want to help someone? Shut up and listen2 Ted presentation.
Short version: European Fuck the Future Rape the Planet corporate cocksucking whore bullshit
lets pretend to help the niggers; while doing sweet fuck all about the root Masonic War is Peace
international law social contract causes of the Niggers social conflict and European Political
Correct ‘Look at me: I’m a good cracker that loves niggers’ Mindfuck PsyWarfare conflict misery.

Aloha Gambia Natural Farming & Knock Knock Uganda PC Mortal Kombat
It relates to some other stuff I was working on today – hence the large CC list -- a draft still
uncompleted. Here are excerpts:
My working hypothesis definition for the concept ‘problem’; and how I decide to help someone
with what they say is a ‘problem’:
A ‘problem’ is a sincere perception or interpretation of reality with regard to a thing; that (b)
causes you emotional, psychological, physical, sexual or spiritual discomfort; which you
sincerely would prefer to avoid; (c) you are willing to investigate and confront the root cause of
the ‘problem’; (d) once the root cause of the problem is identified; you have the courage and
honour to prove your sincerity by taking responsibility for (i) any of your own behaviour or
lifestyle decisions which contributed to the root cause of the problem; (ii) cooperating with
anyone else who sincerely considers the identified ‘problem’ to be a problem; to determine
whether, and if so: how; it is possible for you to convert; and if not: eliminate; the individuals
and/or organizations who pretend they are solving the ‘problem; while obstructing identifying
the root causes of the problem for elimination; because essentially their organization is not
about solving the problem; but perpetuating the problem for their socio-economic or psycho-ego
status profit or benefit.
Put simply:
If you complain about some ‘thing’ as being a ‘problem’ but you are not sincere about doing what
needs to be done to (a) investigate the root causes; (b) confront the root causes in your own
lifestyle or behaviour practices; (c) then the issue you are whining about is not a ‘problem’;
because you personally refuse to do what needs to be done in your own life to stop contributing
to the root causes of the problem you whine about.
If a blue sky causes you discomfort; and is consequently a ‘problem’; you investigate whether
there is anything you can do about changing the colour of the sky to pink or green or whatever
you would prefer it to be. If you can change its colour; you have fixed your problem. If you
cannot; but others may be able to; you can cooperate with them to see if collectively you can
2

https://www.ted.com/talks/ernesto_sirolli_want_to_help_someone_shut_up_and_listen?language=en

change the sky’s colour. If you sincerely cooperate to the best of your abilities; and collectively it
is impossible for you to change the colour of the blue sky; then its best to confront ‘The sky is
blue; it was a ‘problem’ while I thought there was something I could do about changing its
colour; now I know that there is nothing I can do; to change the blue colour of the sky; so if or
when I am unable to ‘fix’ what I have termed to be a ‘problem’; it is time to stop referring to an
unchangeable reality as a ‘problem’ and simply as a state of sky-reality that I don’t like; that
cannot be altered, and hence shall remain uncomfortable reality; until it can be altered, if ever;
or if not; until I am willing to depart to depart this planet and investigate whether there are
other planets with different colour sky’s.
Conclusion:
A problem is an unpleasant thing you can fix; once you have fixed it, it is gone.
Reality is an unpleasant thing you can’t fix; you can only confront it and deal with it as it is.
Some people get confused. They make their lives miserable complaining about problems; they
are too lazy to fix and remove..
Others pretend to be concerned about those who are miserable who are complaining about some
or other problem; and propose themselves as ‘Mr. Fix It’ problem solvers, when in fact they have
no intentions of solving the root causes of the problems; because they profit handsomely from
not solving the problems; only pretending to be problem solvers.
A real Mr Fix It problem solver is someone who (a) clearly identifies the root cause of the
problem; (b) is willing to amend their own lifestyle or behaviour if it is contributing to the root
cause of the problem; (c) cooperate with others who are sincere about doing whatever needs to
be done to fix the problem; (d) if it turns out that the problem either cannot be fixed; or there
are not enough persons willing to cooperate to provide the tools necessary for fixing the
problem; admit that ‘the problem’ is no longer ‘a problem’; because it is ‘unfixable’. Until it can
be fixed; or there are enough persons willing to cooperate to provide the tools necessary for
fixing the problem; it is no longer a ‘problem’ it is reality.

My reality:
I got a roof over my head, food to eat, clean water to drink.
I live with two people whom I care about a great deal; who care about me; who are sincere and
willing to work through our disagreements; slowly sometimes, but we manage.
I spend my time on non-raining days growing my veggies, making compost, pottering around
fixing gardening stuff; walking the dogs.
I spend evening time or rainy days doing research online and providing whatever information;
Timothy may consider useful; or thinks someone else may consider useful online.

My Problems:
Personal Relationship:
I am not physically with the man I love. However he knows that the day or minute he is ready
and willing to be with me; that I shall be there for him.

Until then; I help him if or where I can; to resolve the obstacles standing in his way; that
obstruct him from being able to inform me; of whether he wants to physically be with me (I
imagine the answer to that is ‘yes; 14 years ago’; but he does not want to give me false hope;
when there are so many obstacles to overcome for that to occur).
If we can overcome the obstacles in his way; then we shall do so; and be able to be together; then
we shall have solved our problem.
If we cannot overcome the obstacles in his way; then we sure have bent over backwards trying;
and we shall just have to confront the reality that our problem is unsolveable; and hence calling
it a problem is inaccurate; and the correct term would be ‘reality’.
We shall then confront that reality and deal with it and make the best of it.

Planetary Ecological Collapse:
If humans don’t cooperate to orderly and humanely implement depopulation and
deindustrialization; Planet Earth is going to kick their butts very violently and do it herself
[Lawrence Wilkerson: Reality Asserts Itself: Nature Predator Bats Last3.].
Whether an Ecology of Peace international law social contract4 can be implemented is a problem
that can be solved or not; has not finally been resolved yet; so don’t know.
If not: I ain’t bred any children; so I don’t have to worry about the horrific future they would
have to endure in a Masonic War is Peace Armageddon.
If shit gets too bad; me and my parents are quite happy to have a last meal together; and then
depart together.

Ecology of Peace Options for Mitigating and Resolving Planetary Ecological Collapse:
As you may or may not be aware I have been working on Ecology of Peace options5 with some
others to investigate and if possible implement options for mitigating and resolving planetary
ecological collapse by humanely and orderly implementing Depopulation and
Deindustrialization.
Here are some working hypothesis conclusions:

Excerpt: 23 April 2013 Correspondence to Guy McPherson:
Imagine there are 40 odd Generals/Admirals extremely concerned about the ecological collapse
reality we face.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P6TUcOsAwd0&index=3&list=PL6P40xKG0oi2kJCVzWEXwpFDJpJ7vEdm
4 http://tygae.weebly.com/ecology-of-peace.html
5 http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-nwo-social-contract-options.html

Imagine they are willing to consider the possibility about implementing an ‘ecological necessity’
coup, for the purpose of implementing de-industrialization. They are not certain that it could be
mitigated. Would it make a difference? Can ecological collapse be mitigated, or is that
delusional?
If you think it can be mitigated. I need the following information:
1. I need the hard ‘ecological necessity’ facts justifying the coup.
2. I also need the hard – To do De-Industrialization list – facts (such as decommission the
world’s hundreds of nuclear power plants, etc.).
Response from Guy McPherson:
He refused to help. Hysterically called his lawyer; who advised him to shut the fuck up.

My EoP Working Hypothesis Conclusion Response to Said Generals Working
Hypothesis Problem Solving::
If they are 40 sincere Generals/Admirals whose priority is problem solving cooperation; with a
few hundred or thousand similarly sincere soldiers, they could implement deindustrialization
and humane and orderly depopulation of over 6 billion of the planets parasites within less than
2-5 years; if they really wanted to.
If they are parasite ego-mindfuck ‘lets create a bullshit the public relations perception
management illusion that we are sincere problem solving Generals/Admirals/Scientists; while
we really couldn’t care less about problem solving; cause the only thing we care about is our
fragile ego’s; they shall do nothing to implement deindustrialization and humane and orderly
depopulation until the planet ecological carrying capacity limits implements deindustrialization
and depopulation very violently.
The hard ‘ecological necessity6’ tipping point7 facts justifying such a coup d’etat have already
been compiled8, not only compiled, but submitted into various legal proceedings; such as for
example: European Court for Human Rights: Johnstone v Norway9.

To-do De-Industrialization list: Decommission of Nuclear Power plants:
The to-do list would depend on the whether your Generals/Admirals and their soldiers are (a)
sincerely cooperating problem solving types; or (b) parasite leeching fragile ego Mindfuck types.
If you have any Generals/Admirals who are sincere cooperating problem solving types; how
many are there; and how many similarly motivated sincere soldiers they have access to?
If they are 40 sincere Generals/Admirals whose priority is problem solving cooperation; with a
few hundred or thousand similarly sincere soldiers, they could implement deindustrialization
6

http://tygae.weebly.com/ecological-overshoot.html
http://tygae.weebly.com/tipping-points.html
8 http://tygae.weebly.com/military-necessity-doctrine.html
9 http://ecofeminist-v-breivik.weebly.com/eu-court-human-rights.html
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and humane and orderly depopulation of over 6 billion of the planets parasites within less than
2-5 years; if they really wanted to.
There are various options; it would depend on (a) what mass-killing technology the
Generals/Admirals have direct ‘finger on the button’ access to; or what killing technology their
soldiers are willing to strategically occupy for strategic killing or negotiating purposes10; (b)
their ability to quickly target and eliminate those whom they have agreed upon to be the
combatants; with legal authority – police, prosecutors, judges – support.
For example:
Chernobyl Decommission of Nuclear Power plants option.
In both the medium short term and long term; the Chernobyl – technical mistake –
decommission option11 [David Cameron: EU negotiations: all options on the Table12 – resources
to help Chilcot Inquiry into Iraq War13 | Christian Defense League: Scottish Nuclear Power
Plant Worker caught studying bomb-making websites at work14; Doosan Babcock contractor at
Nuclear power plant 'visited bomb-making website'15 | Washington Times: Obama calls slain
TX Deputy Sheriff wife Kathleen Goforth; from plane on way to Alaska16] would be of far
greater benefit to the environment and other animal species; than the devastation on the
environment from human industrial agricultural habitation pontificating about nuclear power
decommission, depopulation and deindustrialization [FT: Radiation Biology: New Life at
Chernobyl17].
If necessary; prior to such nuclear decommission event in particular country; the ‘nuclear
decommission team’ can include as one of their Chernobyl decommission hostage demands that
all mainstream media publications should be raided; and required to play/print a pre-recorded
message; whereby all citizens are informed that these media publications have been
deliberately and malicious censoring information from the public about efforts to implement an
Ecology of Peace international law social contract; for the benefit of all the worlds citizens; so
now they are being forced to do so at gunpoint.
The editors and journalists who refuse are fired and replaced with journalists wiling to
cooperate and educate the citizens about the necessity of signing their EoP Axis Oaths. If there
are enough scientists and engineers motivated to sincerely cooperate to decommission the
nuclear power plant within 2 years; they can consider the option of doing so; or evacuate those
who have signed EoP Axis oaths to other nations where there are no nuclear power plants;
where all scarcity combatants who refused to sign EoP Axis Oaths have been psychotronically
evacuated [EoP Axis evacuation info18]; leaving only a miniscule population; where there is
space for individuals evacuated from Chernobyl decommission zone nations; who are sincere
about living in accordance to EoP social contract terms; who can re-establish themselves in
family or EoP like kibbutz communities; based upon New Economy principles.
10

http://www.viva-la-revolucion.org/checkmate/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dS3WvKKSpKI
12 https://www.facebook.com/DavidCameronOfficial/posts/1071916989499285
13 https://www.facebook.com/DavidCameronOfficial/posts/1072394669451517
14 https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=983021648420933&id=129873903735716
15 https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=983205231735908&id=1298739037
16 http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2015/aug/31/obama-calls-widow-darren-goforth/
17 https://www.facebook.com/financialtimes/posts/10153621285060750
18 http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-axis-milnec-evacuation.html
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[Turkish police raid media channels: Al Jazeera19; NBC News20; Mark Manning21 | James Jay
Lee Discovery Channel Hostage Event22 | Russia Raids media channel: Putin System23 |
Russia – Pentagon cutting of information cables: CBS24; Mark Laymon25 ]

There are many options; which depend on among other issues (a) the level of sincere problem
solving of decision-makers –vs– ego Mindfuck bullshit image management; (b) military decisionmakers access to killing technology and legal support for the implementation of such killing
technology; (c) whether their depopulation goals and ‘combatant’ legal definitions are based
upon merit irrespective of race, class or religion [Humans: An Endangered Species, by
Magistrate Jason Brent26]; or Masonic elite human factory farming parasitism; (d) whether
their goals are justice or parasitic profiteering; they will use different levels of white – gray –
black information quality operations; to recruit fellow sincere problem solving peers or human
factory farming sperm donor / brood sow cannon fodder; etc.

Legal support for the implementation of such killing technology:
The greater the honourable sincere legal support for the implementation of such killing
technology; the more orderly, humane and transparent shall be the process of
deindustrialization and depopulation.
19

https://www.facebook.com/aljazeera/posts/10153822022738690
https://www.facebook.com/NBCNews/posts/1229747140378647
21 https://www.facebook.com/mark.manning.90/posts/10207782270335932
22 http://why-we-are-white-refugees.blogspot.com/2010/09/tribute-to-james-jay-lees-race-to-save.html
23 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pi0Jjp16eVk
24 https://www.facebook.com/cbcnews/posts/10153756667994604
25 https://www.facebook.com/MrWebAuthor/posts/1155227361157339
26 http://sqswans.weebly.com/jason-brent.html
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Since they have the capacity for psychotronic control of Police, Prosecutors and Judges minds; I
don’t imagine this would be a significant problem; once they had finalized their decision-making
that winning Police, Prosecutors and Judges hearts and minds is no longer an option; time has
run out; and so decide to use other forms of police / prosecutor / judges control methods; but I
ain’t got all the facts. Naturally the former hearts and minds option is by far preferable.

Excerpts: Humans: An Endangered Species; by Jason Brent:
The action I am initially proposing is value neutral and does not favor or harm any individual or
group. The action I am proposing will be applied to every person or group without favoring
anyone. The action is very simple---limit the right of any male to father only one live child and
limit the right of every woman to one live birth. In simple terms a couple is limited to one and
only one child—not one child for the male and one child for the female.
These limitations would be applied to every single human being without regard to race, religion,
national origin or anything else and it would be absolute, no exceptions. It would be applied
without regard for wealth, or the lack of wealth, and it would be applied without regard for the
country of birth or residence of either the male or female. It would be applied without regard to
intelligence, or the lack thereof, and without regard of the ability of the male or female to
function in society. (At a later date when a method was agreed upon relating to dividing human
beings into two groups, the ability to function in society would be considered in relation to who
could or could not reproduce.) The right to either father a child or for a female to give birth
could not be sold or transferred; it would be personal to the individual. If a live child were born
with a birth defect or with some other disability it would not permit either the father or mother
to produce another child. Each couple would have the right to have all appropriate pre-natal
tests to determine if the child in the womb would be born with a birth or genetic defect and if
the chance existed that the child would be born with such a defect to have an abortion.
Since survival of our species depends on the one child rule, under my proposal any attempt to
evade the rule would result in death of the evader and of any second child. The rule to be fair
must be absolute, without a single exception. If the female cannot or refuses to provide the
name of the father she and the child shall be immediately executed. All of the ideas set forth in
this paragraph may be considered horrible and inhumane. However, since they will be applied
equally, no individual or group is harmed except to the extent that an individual cannot either
father or give birth to a second child. The harm caused to the individual and the harm caused to
all of humanity by enforcing the one child rule set forth above is miniscule compared to the
harm which all of humanity would suffer if population were not reduced.
Since the birth of a child is very hard to hide, there must be communal responsibility and
accountability for any attempt to do so. Those who knowingly failed to report the birth of a
second or any higher number of children would themselves be subject to the very same severe
punishment that would be meted out to the parents of the second or higher numbered child—no
religious, cultural or ethnic exemptions would obtain. Humanity cannot consider the evasion of
the single child rule a game to be played with a minor penalty, if caught. No group or individual
could be permitted any evasion of the one child rule a that would lead to a disparity among
groups and among individuals causing irreparable harm to the entire system established to
reduce population. Should this sanction seem barbaric or draconian, it is surely less draconian

in its effects than the merciless verdict of nature upon a species that refuses to contain its
expansion.
In order for this proposal to be fair, equitable and workable, society and governments would be
required to take action today to provide the means for every human being to control his or her
fertility, to give everyone on the face of the earth the ability to limit birth to a single child.
Governments would be required to devote a whatever portion of their Gross Domestic Product is
necessary to the provision of artificial birth control devices of any and all types including
sterilization, at low or no cost as appropriate, to their citizens, no matter the age of the citizens
once a citizen reaches the age he/she can physically reproduce. This would also include
instruction as how to use the devices. This would also include education of both males and
females that the birth of a second child would result in the execution of the father and mother
as well as the child. Governments would be required to provide safe, as much as any medical
procedure can be safe, and low cost or free access to abortion. If any person, either male or
female, had more than two failures of birth control devices, it would be conclusively presumed
that the person was unable to use birth control devices and the person would be physically and
permanently sterilized.
If poor nations were unable to devote the necessary funds to accomplish the one child rule in
five years, the rich nations of the world would be required to assist the poor nations, after an
evaluation that the poor nations were doing the best they could under some reasonable
standard. Since survival of our species depends on reducing population below the current 6.7
billion humans now alive, the necessary funds to establish the system to control population
must be made available. It should be emphasized that a “One-Child-Per-Family” (OCPF) law
that is almost completely effective will not suffice. It must be totally and universally effective.
After a five year preparation period, the rule must be enforced. The reduction in population
would continue under the one child rule until all of humanity agreed upon the method and
criteria necessary to implement the two group solution described herein. Population would
continue to be reduced pursuant to the method and criteria of the two group solution until it
reached 300 million or some other lower number agreed upon by humanity. The number finally
agreed upon would be based on the ability of the earth to provide resources for humanity to
maintain an acceptable standard of living for a minimum of 25,000 years. And 25,000 years is
infinitely small when compared to the 160 million years the dinosaurs ruled the earth.
No doubt any proposal that would recommend capital punishment for transgressors of the OneChild-Per-Family law presently evokes immediate revulsion and rejection. Outside the context
of an imminent die-off, given our heritage of moral, religious and cultural programming, I would
be surprised if it didn’t. An example which shows that morality changes when circumstances
change follows. Any Londoner who proposed in August 1938 that the Royal Air Force should one
day bomb German cites with women and children in them would be summarily dismissed as a
callous barbarian. But just two years later Londoners were clamoring for that action. Reality
has a way of effecting abrupt ethical changes. What is not presently comprehended by almost all
of humanity is that we are now in an emergency. Our species is on the brink of an unparalleled
catastrophe—our destruction and the destruction of our civilization. It is a matter of complete
indifference to me that many, if not all, readers will find the execution of anyone having a
second child to be horrible and against every moral precept they learned or understood was
applicable to humanity. The problem is not that my prescriptions are immoral or horrible.
Rather the problem is that the situation humanity finds itself in is horrible. I will now remind
the readers that under the law I propose every individual would be well aware of the
consequences of flouting the law. Which of the two evils is worse--- a) executing anyone who

knowingly violates the one child rule; or b) not reducing population such that the vast majority
or probably all of humanity is destroyed? Under this system fertility drugs would not be
permitted or if they were permitted and used, only one child would be permitted to be born alive
or the rest would be destroyed at birth, if more than one were born alive. If a women gave birth
to more than one child and fertility drugs or any other actions to increase fertility or the
number of children born were not the cause, those children would be permitted to live. Each
individual will have a very clear choice—execution or birth control or sterilization or abortion or
abstinence.
[Jason Brent: Humans: An Endangered Species: Excerpts27 | Full28 ]

Francis Al Sisi: Is it conceivable that 1.6 billion [ Muslims / masons / Christians /
Catholics / Europeans / Africans ] could kill the worlds remaining population of 7
billion, so that they could live (on their own)?
We spoke earlier about the importance of the religious discourse, and I would like to reiterate
that we are not doing enough with regard to true religious discourse. The problem has never
been with our faith. Perhaps the problem lies in ideology, and this ideology is sanctified among
us. I am talking about religious discourse that is in keeping with its times.
I am addressing the religious scholars and clerics. We must take a long, hard look at the current
situation. I have talked about this several times in the past. We must take a long, hard look at
the situation we are in.
It is inconceivable that the ideology we sanctify should make our entire nation a source of
concern, danger, killing, and destruction all over the world. It is inconceivable that this
ideology. I am referring not to "religion," but to "ideology" - the body of ideas and texts that we
have sanctified in the course of centuries, to the point that challenging them has become very
difficult.
It has reached the point that (this ideology) is hostile to the entire world. It is conceivable that
1.6 billion (muslims) would kill the worlds population of 7 billion, so that they could live (on
their own)? This is inconceivable.
I say these things here, at Al-Azhar, before religious clerics and scholars. May Allah bear
witness on Judgment Day to the truth of your intentions, regarding what I say to you today.
You cannot see things clearly when you are locked (in this ideology). You must emerge from it
and look from outside, in order to get closer to a truly enlightened ideology. You must oppose it
with resolve.
Let me say it again: We need to revolutionize our religion. [applause]
Honorable Imam (the Grand Sheik of Al-Azhar), you bear responsibility before Allah. The world
in its entirety awaits your words, because the Islamic nation is being torn apart, destroyed, and
is heading to perdition. We ourselves are bringing it to perdition.
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http://sqswans.weebly.com/jason-brent.html
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[Egypt Independent: Farmer serve’s prison time for naming donkey after General Al-Sisi29 |
Emri: Egyptian President Abd Al-Fattah Al-Sisi at Al-Azhar: We Must Revolutionize Our
Religion30]

EoP A: It is conceivable that 1.6 billion [ Muslims / masons / Christians / Catholics /
Europeans / Africans ] could kill the worlds remaining population of 7 billion, so that
they could live (on their own).
As far as I am aware it is quite possible for less than 1 million military officials with access to
psychotronic technology to kill the remaining worlds population of 6 plus billion. See
psychotronic technology referred to in EoP Axis.
NB Caveat: I could be wrong; and even if I am right; just because such military
officials have access to the technology; does not necessarily mean they shall use it; or
that if they choose to use it; that they shall follow my recommendations for whom to
kill.
If the technology exists as described; and if those with the technology intend to use it; they are
faced with the question: whom should live and whom should be evacuated from the planetary
genepool?
It would depend on the primary existential values of those with access to the mass killing
technology’s: whom they would prefer to get rid of; whether such decision is based upon some
form of objectively reasonable standard based upon merit and merit alone; excluding questions
of race, class, culture or religion; or whether such decision is made by one group based on their
particular religion: Masonic elite; Muslim; Christian; Capitalist, Communist, or racial factors;
etc.
I personally don’t have any problems with any group of individuals making the decision for an
orderly and humane depopulation of the planet; to return to ecological carrying capacity limits.
As such I am quite in agreement with Stalin’s: The death of one eco-innocent is a tragedy; the
death of 6 billion scarcity combatants a statistic.
My thoughts on the issue are that if you are an honourable person; you give the person/s you
consider to be behaving in a manner that justifies their death; the In Your Face31 legal notice -EoP ICC Complaint32 -- opportunity to be informed that their behaviour is unlawful and
considered worthy of extermination from the genepool; should they refuse to alter it. If they
don’t amend their ways; or provide a reasonable justification for their refusal; then you have
made your honourable efforts to inform them in crystal clear terms they understand; what the
consequences shall be if they refuse to alter their ways or provide justification for their
behaviour. Essentially it is a fully informed consent assisted suicide; no different than that of
Armin Meiwes33 and Bernd Brandes34 fully informed consenting cannibalism.
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If I can help the ultimate decision-makers to make the process more fair, honourable; orderly
and humane; between racial, class or religious warring parties; I do what I can; while I think
they are sincere.
Personally I think the decision should be based upon Ecology of Peace co-operator merit; anyone
from any class, race, culture or religion who is willing to take responsibility for cooperating to
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract; by signing an EoP Axis oath35;
but if others decide on a racial or class or some other factors that exclude me; I am okay with
that.
All I ask is: I’d like to spend a few months / years physically with Timothy; somewhere off-grid
remote with my honey; before we choose to depart together.
.
[AU Report on Cannibalism, Gang Rapes in South Sudan conflict: CNN36; BBC37; Al Jazeera38 ]
Transcript of this and prior correspondence to Stephen can be found at EoP Axis Military
Necessity Evacuation: Uganda [PDF39]. Transcript copy shall also be filed in: EoP Axis
Admin Correspondence [PDF40]; EoP v WiP negotiations [PDF41].
Lara Johnstone, aka Andrea Muhrrteyn [EoP Oath (PDF)]
PO Box 5042, George East, 6539, RSA
GMC 4643-13 & 2578-14 Pro Se Applicant
Former MILED Clerk & Acting Clerk
* GMC 4643-13: Lara Johnstone et al v Brad Blanton et al Applicants & Observers
Applicants:Vice Admiral Nanette Derenzi: via US Navy JAG: VADM James W Crawford III via
JAG Knowledge.Info.Svc (JAGIR@navy.mil); VADM Dennis McGinn via CNA Military Advisory
Board Members: US Army: Gen Paul Kern (pkern@cohengroup.net); Army: F.Ch.Staff: Gen
Gordon Sullivan (gsullivan@ausa.org); US EU Command: F.Dep.Comm: Gen. Charles Chuck
Wald (cwald@deloitte.com); Timothy McVeigh (truthseeker2436577@yahoo.com); via DOJ-NSD
Asst AG-NS: Lisa Monaco: RE: Timothy McVeigh (nsd.public@usdoj.gov); Copy to: NSA: Gen
Keith Alexander (KBalexanderLTG@nsa.gov); Erik Prince: Frontier Services Group
(info@fsgroup.com); Copy to: GOP: Brown Ellen – Inhofe (Ellen_Brown@inhofe.senate.gov);
Michigan Republicans: Sam Bissell (SBissell@migop.org); President Vladimir Putin via Kremlin
Press Office (press_office@prpress.gov.ru); Copy to: Amb Mikhail Petrakov: RU Emb-Pta
(ruspospr@mweb.co.za); David Petraeus (david.petraeus@kkr.com); Raymond Odierno and John
Mulholland via US Army Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff (usarmy.pentagon.hqda-dcs-g1.mbx.command-programs@mail.mil); Stan McChrystal (stan@mcchrystalgroup.com)
Observers: Judge Jay Bybee: U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (jay.bybee@unlv.edu);
David Coombs Office (info@armycourtmartialdefense.com); Zbigniew Brzezinski
(ZBrzezinski@csis.org); Major General Dana Pittard (dana.j.pittard.mil@mail.mil); Major
General Herbert Raymond McMaster (herbert.r.mcmaster.mil@mail.mil); John W. Whitehead
(johnw@rutherford.org); Holy See in London – Nuntius (Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk); Grand Lodge
of TX: Grand Secretary (gs@grandsecretaryoftx.org); Arif Hasan Akhundzada
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http://tygae.weebly.com/eop-supporters.html
https://www.facebook.com/cnn/posts/10154180519201509
37 https://www.facebook.com/bbcafrica/posts/10153777382505229
38 https://www.facebook.com/aljazeera/posts/10153823184013690
39 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_citynotices_ug.pdf
40 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/15-08-12_eopaxis_admincorr.pdf
41 http://tygae.weebly.com/uploads/1/3/8/7/13878165/14-12-24_newrules-or-norules_neg.pdf
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(arif.hasan.akhundzada@gmail.com); USMC General Mattis via Dep Comm: Col James Clark:
Camp Lejeune Marine Corps Base (hqmc.comrel@usmc.mil)

From: Stephen Filipiak | To: Lara Johnstone
Sent: Sunday, December 13, 2015 7:09 PM

From: Stephen Filipiak [mailto:snfilipiak@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, December 13, 2015 7:09 PM
To: jmcswan@mweb.co.za
Subject: Re: Edit: RE: SQWorms Response to Aloha Gambia Natural Farming Thank You; CC: Knock
Knock Uganda PC: Jenny Everrett

Lara,
it's true i'm a little bit out in the bush, but just in spirit, as there's an internet cafe in my town,
which is rare for gambia. yeah, you didn't much offend me, maybe a little, but that's only because
i know you are right and i'm a bit naive to the development game, culture here and my biases
given my history. with me just at the start of my eye-opening experience it's something that's
tough to admit when you feel your making leaps and bounds in perspective and insight: that' i'm
just at the humble start. but i appreciate you checking in and being aware of how you may come
across, it makes me feel that you're more approachable. i'll check out gene's link, this is all very
interesting to me and makes me further believe that the simple act of helping, in any situation, is
an elusive and undervalued skill.
Ok, i'm outta here in a week, i'm going overland from gambia to dakar tomorrow and will fly
back to the states in a week. talk with you later on,
stephen

From: Lara Johnstone | To Stephen Filipiak
CC: Peace Corps; UNFCCC & Cop 21; Libertarian Party & Org. Religion: Religious Scholars
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2015 3:02 PM
14/12/2015 Edit: industrialization collapses html link corrected.
15/12/2015 Edit: ‘PS’ changed to ‘CC List FYI’. PS appears to have been incorrectly
interpreted by some; who don’t enquire whether their interpretations are correct or not.
Prior correspondence to:
S. Filipiak → Peace Corps Volunteers: Stephen Filipiak Aloha Gambia; CC: Jenny Everett:
Knock Knock Uganda PDF | Judge Gray → GMC 4643-13 applicants Request for Assistance
of Counsel PDF | UNFCCC → UNFCCC, Cop 21 and GMACCC PDF | Religious Scholars → EoP
v WiP negotiations PDF & EoP Axis: Intnl PDF.

From: MILED EoP-PoW Clerk: Andrea Muhrrteyn [mailto:andreamuhrrteyn@mweb.co.za]
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2015 3:02 PM
To: 'Stephen Filipiak'
Cc: 'Jenny Everett'; 'Carrie Hessler-Radelet'; 'Uganda'; 'Ghana'; 'Costa Rica'; 'Burkina Faso'; 'UN
Framework on Climate Change: Secretariat: General Enquiries'; 'Secretariat'; 'INet Info & Support'; 'FTC
Environment Facility'; 'FTC National Comm'; 'UNFCCC Statements'; 'Cop 21 Paris'; 'Judge James Gray';
'Libertarian Party'; 'Chair: Nicholas Sarwark'; 'Vice: Arvin Vohra'; 'William Redpath'; 'Sam Goldstein';
'Doug Craig'; 'Gary E. Johnson'; 'Guy McLendon'; 'Colorado: Norm Olsen'; 'Alaska: Ron Windeler'; 'Florida:
Vicki Kirkland'; 'Tennessee: Ed Marsh'; 'Ohio: Marc Feldman'; 'Indiana: Brett Bittner'; 'California: Dan
Wiener'; 'Scott Lieberman'; 'Virginia: Jim Lark'; 'Maryland: Scott Spencer'; 'North Dakota: Roland
Riemers'; 'Missouri: Sean O'Toole'; 'Texas: Kevin Ludlow'; 'Louisiana: Daniel Hayes'; 'New Hampshire:
Rich Tomasso'; 'Connecticut: Joshua Katz'; 'Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary'; 'Prince Hall Masons via
President Obama'; 'François Stifani: Grande Loge Nationale Française'; 'Masonic High Council of Egypt';
'Al-Azhar Al Shareef'; 'Supreme Council of Islamic Affairs'; 'askme@islamic-council.com'; 'Karim Soliya'; 'Al
Azhar Univ Islamic Sciences: Aziz Madel'; 'M Shashin'; 'Royal Islamic Strategic Studies Ctr: Prince Ghazi
bin Muhammad of Jordan'; 'Aref Ali Nayed'; 'Pope Francis via Holy See in London – Nuntius'; 'AngCh:
Office'; 'AngCh: ExecOff: Christine Codner'; 'The 14th Dalai Lama'; 'Matthieu Ricard'; 'Karuna Shechen:
Matthieu Ricard'; 'Moscow Orthodox Theological Academy'; 'Cathedral of Christ Savior: Editor: Leonid
Filatev'; 'Russian Orthodox Church'; 'Christianity Today: Mark Galli'; 'Angus Buchan'; 'JTSA: Alan
Mittleman'; 'Amy Kalmanofsky'; 'Meredith Katz'; 'Skip Moen'; 'Atheist Scholars via Daniel Dennett';
'Richard Dawkins'; 'Baba Amte: Anandwan Comm: Office'; 'Mata Amritanandamayi: HQ'; 'Baba Ramdev';
'Asaram Bapu'; 'Heart of Hinduism'; 'Beijing Dongyue Temple: Yuan Zhihong'; 'Chinese Taoist Assoc';
'Hong Kong Taoist Assoc'; 'Taoism of Longhushan'; 'Futahashira Shrine'; 'International Shinto
Foundation'; 'Guji Yukitaka Yamamoto'; 'Idle No More: Sheelah McLean'; 'Nina Wilson'; 'Sylvia McAdam';
'Jess Gordon'; 'Sacred Religious Texts Archive'; 'United Nations: Special Rapporteur Rights of Indigenous
peoples: James Anaya'
Subject: EoP libertarian ethics Thomas Sankara Response to Peace Corps: Aloha Gambia Natural
Farming & Knock Knock Uganda

Stephen Filipiak
Gambia Peace Corps &
Aloha Gambia Natural Farming (snfilipiak@gmail.com)
CC: Jenny Everett (jennyseverett@gmail.com)
Uganda Peace Corps & Knock Knock Uganda

CC: Judge James Gray (jimpgray@sbcglobal.net)
Costa Rica Peace Corps
Ref: Transparency copy re Ecology of Peace ICC Private Prosecution Assistance of Counsel
Requested [PDF] viz a viz: Military, Peace Corps & ‘outside the mainstream normal box’ legal
thinking and advocacy.
CC: USA Peace Corps Director
Carrie Hessler-Radelet (pressoffice@peacecorps.gov); Uganda (ugandadesk@peacecorps.gov);
Ghana (ghanadesk@peacecorps.gov); Costa Rica (costaricadesk@peacecorps.gov); Burkina Faso
(burkinafasodesk@peacecorps.gov)
Ref: Transparency copy re EoP ‘development game’ viz a viz USA Peace Corps sustainable
development game
UNFCCC: UN Framework on Climate Change Secretariat, Cop 21 Paris:
UNFCCC: UN Framework on Climate Change: Secretariat: General Enquiries
(secretariat@unfccc.int); Secretariat (secretariat@unfccc.int); INet Info & Support
(ccinet@unfccc.int); FTC Environment Facility (GEFModule@unfccc.int); FTC National Comm
(NCModule@unfccc.int); UNFCCC Statements (Cop21Cmp11Protocol@unfccc.int); Cop 21 Paris
(info@cop21paris.org)
Ref: Transparency copy re EoP ‘development game’ viz a viz Climate Change sustainable
development game
CC: Libertarian Party:
Libertarian Party (info@lp.org); Chair: Nicholas Sarwark (chair@lp.org); Vice: Arvin Vohra
(vicechair@lp.org); William Redpath (william.redpath@lp.org); Sam Goldstein
(sam.goldstein@lp.org); Doug Craig (doug.craig@lp.org); Gary E. Johnson (gary.johnson@lp.org);
Guy McLendon ( guy.mclendon@lp.org); Colorado: Norm Olsen (norman.olsen@lp.org); Alaska:
Ron Windeler (ron.windeler@lp.org); Florida: Vicki Kirkland (vicki.kirkland@lp.org); Tennessee:
Ed Marsh (ed.marsh@lp.org); Ohio: Marc Feldman (marc.feldman@lp.org); Indiana: Brett
Bittner (brett.bittner@lp.org); California: Dan Wiener (daniel.wiener@lp.org); Scott Lieberman
(scott.lieberman@lp.org); Virginia: Jim Lark (james.lark@lp.org); Maryland: Scott Spencer
(scott.spencer@lp.org); North Dakota: Roland Riemers (roland.riemers@lp.org); Missouri: Sean
O'Toole (sean.otoole@lp.org); Texas: Kevin Ludlow (kevin.ludlow@lp.org); Louisiana: Daniel
Hayes (daniel.hayes@lp.org); New Hampshire: Rich Tomasso (rich.tomasso@lp.org);
Connecticut: Joshua Katz (joshua.katz@lp.org)
Ref: Transparency copy re: Judge James Gray: Ecology of Peace ICC Private Prosecution
Assistance of Counsel Requested [PDF] viz a viz: EoP libertarian ethics.
CC: Religious Scholars: Ref: VPutin New-or-No Rules Q: A: Egyptian Pres Al-Fattah
Al-Sisi at Al-Azhar: We Must Revolutionize Our Religion
Masonic Scholars: Grand Lodge of TX: Grand Secretary (gs@grandsecretaryoftx.org); Prince
Hall Masons via President Obama (presidency@whitehouse.gov); François Stifani: Grande Loge
Nationale Française (fspgmfm@gmail.com); Masonic High Council of Egypt
(masoniccouncil@gmail.com); Islamic Scholars: Al-Azhar Al Shareef (Pr.amc@alazhar.gov.eg);
Supreme Council of Islamic Affairs (askme@islamic-council.org); (askme@islamic-council.com);
Karim Soliya (karim@soliya.net); Al Azhar Univ Islamic Sciences: Aziz Madel
(azizmadel@yahoo.com); M Shashin (mshahin@islamicau.org); Royal Islamic Strategic Studies
Ctr: Prince Ghazi bin Muhammad of Jordan (opinion@rissc.jo); Aref Ali Nayed
(aref@kalamresearch.com); Catholic Scholars: Superior General Adolfo Nicolas, Pope
Benedict, Pope Francis via Holy See in London – Nuntius (Nuntius@globalnet.co.uk); AngCh:

Office (aco@anglicancommunion.org); AngCh: ExecOff: Christine Codner
(christine.codner@anglicancommunion.org); Buddhism Scholars: The 14th Dalai Lama
(ohhdl@dalailama.com); Matthieu Ricard (monastery.nepal@shechen.org); Karuna Shechen:
Matthieu Ricard (asia@karuna-shechen.org); Orthodox Christian Scholars: Moscow
Orthodox Theological Academy (mpda@yandex.ru); Cathedral of Christ Savior: Editor: Leonid
Filatev (f_leonid@mail.ru); Russian Orthodox Church (info1@patriarchia.ru); Protestant
Christian Scholars: Christianity Today: Mark Galli (mgalli@christianitytoday.com); Angus
Buchan (angus@angusbuchan.co.za); Judaism Scholars via JTSA: Alan Mittleman
(almittleman@jtsa.edu); Amy Kalmanofsky (amkalmanofsky@jtsa.edu); Meredith Katz
(mekatz@jtsa.edu); Skip Moen (skip@skipmoen.com); Atheist Scholars via Daniel Dennett
(daniel.dennett@tufts.edu); Richard Dawkins (contact@richarddawkins.net); Hindu Scholars:
Baba Amte: Anandwan Comm: Office (anandwan@gmail.com); Mata Amritanandamayi: HQ
(macenter@amma.org); Baba Ramdev (divyayoga@rediffmail.com); Asaram Bapu
(support@ashram.org); Heart of Hinduism (icrc@pamho.net); Taoism Scholars: Beijing
Dongyue Temple: Yuan Zhihong (dytemple@126.com); Chinese Taoist Assoc (zgdjbjb@163.com);
Hong Kong Taoist Assoc (admin@hktaoist.org.hk); Taoism of Longhushan
(lhsdj.org@gmail.com); Shintoism Scholars: Futahashira Shrine (futahashira@roy.hi-ho.ne.jp);
International Shinto Foundation (info@shinto.org); Guji Yukitaka Yamamoto
(tsubakiamerica@bigplanet.com); Native American scholars via Idle No More: Sheelah
McLean (mcleanshe@hotmail.com); Nina Wilson (creethunder2001@yahoo.ca); Sylvia McAdam
(smcadam03@yahoo.ca); Jess Gordon (jessicagordonconsulting@gmail.com); Sacred Religious
Texts Archive (postmaster@sacred-texts.com); United Nations: Special Rapporteur Rights of
Indigenous peoples: James Anaya (indigenous@ohchr.org)
Ref: Transparency copy re EoP v WiP negotiations PDF & EoP Axis: Intnl PDF

EoP libertarian ethics Thomas Sankara Response to Peace Corps: Aloha Gambia
Natural Farming & Knock Knock Uganda

it's true i'm a little bit out in the bush, but just in spirit, as there's an internet cafe in my town,
which is rare for gambia.
I imagine that’s true. Internet café’s will be rare for the entire planet in the not too distant
future; once industrialization collapses.

yeah, you didn't much offend me, maybe a little,
Sorry. Did not mean to offend. Just prefer honest communication; and some cultures interpret
honesty as insulting and flattery as respect; whereas in my culture I consider honesty to be
respect; and flattery to be insulting.

but that's only because i know you are right and i'm a bit naive to the development game, culture
here and my biases given my history. with me just at the start of my eye-opening experience it's
something that's tough to admit when you feel your making leaps and bounds in perspective and
insight: that' i'm just at the humble start.
Hmmm. There is much that can be said on this issue. Not sure what you mean by the
‘development game’?
Re: Development Game:

Re: Games: Rules and No rules games:
I don’t play games – poker, bridge or monopology or any sport – where those playing the games
don’t make the rules clear; and same rules apply to all players. What would be the point? The
game either has rules or it has no rules. The game either has rules that all the players must
adhere to; or it has no rules; then simply refer to it as ‘No Rules game’.
My interpretation and EoP Oath response to President Vladimir Putin’s Valdai question: New
Rules or No Rules; can be found at: Former MILED Clerk Ecology of Peace (EoP) New
Rules or current Masonic War is Peace (WiP) No-Los-Pepes Rules culture negotiations
[PDF].
Los Pepes no rules are similar to Beirut no rules; or Keiser Souze no rules. An example of Los
Pepes no rules can be found in: Pablo Escobar: King of Coke. Keiser Souze no rules description
can be found in the movie: The Usual Suspects. Beirut no rules is referred to in the movie
Syriana; an example of KGB playing Beirut rules is referred to in correspondence to Tim
Johnston [PDF].
----------------RE: How Serious Pentagon, CIA & NSA Generals know anyone is sincere:
If or when you identify the serious American Generals; and/or Russian, NATO, Pakistani,
Chinese, Australia etc Generals; – of whom you have such a high opinion – who appointed you
as their spokesperson; who want you to act as their Masonic War is Peace ‘fuck honour’ debate
spokesperson.
I suggest you discuss the issue with your family.
New Ecology of Peace rules including communication rules; are clearly outlined here; which I
practice in my relating to all; irrespective of race, class or religion.
Masonic War is Peace Rules is a different kettle of fish; depending on the particular racial, class
or religious sub-culture and the Masonic Rule of Law state functions will to regulate or ignore
the particular sub-cultures practicing of their respective inter sub-cultural rules.
The higher you go up the Masonic food chain where the big boy Generals, Bankers, Judges,
CEO’s tread, you enter into areas where state police and prosecutorial functions generally
ignore the particular sub-cultures Masonic War is Peace rules; whose rules can be similar to
Beirut rules: i.e. zones where the state ‘rule of law’ allegedly applicable to everyone else has
collapsed; as can be noted in any collapsed state ruled by overt gangs and their warlords; where
as Crowley would say where ‘do what thou wilt’ rules rule; or some sub-cultural version of that
imposed by those capable of the greatest brute force or cruelty to maintain order and obedience
to their sub-cultural version of Beirut, or Los Pepes, etc rules.
An example of KGB / FSB playing Beirut rules.
My EoP rules for expressing my opinions – particularly what could be interpreted by them
personally or some of their followers; as negative opinions – to any General; or for that matter
politician, pope, guru, homeless person, etc; is to express my honest opinions to them; for their
attention; to their inbox; or if possible to their face; and secondly: to sincerely give them the

opportunity of proving my working hypothesis opinion about them wrong. If so to publicly
amend my working hypothesis conclusion and if necessary apologize.
---------------Masonic War is Peace Political Party no rules example can be found in Mexico where it is overt;
as opposed to in other duhmockery’s where it is covert. In Mexico it is referred to as Plaza 123; a
description thereof can be found in: Lord of the Sky: Drug Lord: Amado Carillo Fuentes.
An example of Ecology of Peace Political Party rules can be found in Correspondence to
UNFCCC, Cop 21 and GMACCC: (i) Paris Choking with F**k Honour Cop21 Ego Supremacists
pretending they give a f**k about climate change; (ii) EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem
Solving Recommendation [PDF]; with an excerpt copy in: Judge James Gray: Ecology of Peace
ICC Private Prosecution Assistance of Counsel Requested [PDF].
------------------------------Negotiators from over 190 countries – representing citizens from many different races, classes,
cultures, religions – have come together to negotiate a ‘climate change agreement’; to stabilize
atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases (GHGs) to avoid “dangerous anthropogenic
interference with the climate system”; with the aim of keeping global warming below 2°C.
Simplify Suggestion:
“If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough.” - Albert Einstein
1. Climate change – like food shortages, food inflation, cost of living increases, urban
sprawl, traffic jams, toxic waste, pollution, peak oil, peak water, peak food, peak
population, species extinction, loss of biodiversity, peak resources – is a direct and
indirect consequence of overpopulation and overconsumption.
2. Overconsumption and overpopulation are a direct consequence of humans procreating
and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits.
3. Humans procreate and consume above ecological carrying capacity limits because the
current international law social contract; provides the worlds nations citizens with the
‘right to breed and consume with total disregard for ecological carrying capacity limits’.
4. Humans will stop procreating and consuming above ecological carrying capacity limits
when legislators amend the international law social contract; to require all the worlds
citizens to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits.
EoP Cop21 Simple Root Cause Problem Solving Recommendation:
Cop 21 negotiators agree to support international law legislation requiring all the worlds
nations political parties to agree to implement national legislation by 11 September 2016;
that requires all their citizens to procreate and consume below ecological carrying capacity
limits. Any political party which refuses to cooperate; is to lose their political party license.
Any nation that refuses to remove the violating political party’s license may be legally
charged in an international court; by any individual in that nation or another nation with
the intention to bribe their citizens to overbreed or overconsume; which shall be considered
crimes of aggression acts of war; punishable by the death penalty for every single member of
that political party.
Once implemented all political parties will be on an even playing field and will no longer be able
to bribe their citizens with individual or corporate welfare to vote for their political party.

Politicians shall have to find their Thomas Sankara backbones; to cooperate with their citizens
to teach them how to become cooperating self-reliant sustainable nations.
------------------------------Re: Development:
As for development; much of the western world appears to consider industrialization rape of the
planet and being converted from citizens into dumbfuck consumers to be ‘development’ [See:
Capitalist Cultural Consumptionism; and What is Cultural Imperialism?, by Matti Sarmela;
copy in Control of Consumption: Global Corporate Cultural Imperialism Racket at Sustainable
Security Defcon Theses].
I don’t share that perspective on development.
Having lived in and traveled through many cultures; and recognizing that all those cultures –
whether they are religious or racial cultures all with different ‘development’ ideals – reside on
one planet whose resources are finite; my perspective is that the Peace Corps and any other
government entity attempting to enforce European industrial development down other
traditional racial or religious cultures throats is not only fucked but highly unethical. [My EoP
Libertarian concept of ethics is clarified in EoP v WiP negotiations correspondence to
Unashamedly Ethical; copy at MILED Clerk Notice]
If the Peace Corp or any other European so-called development, including ‘sustainable
development’ agency gave a fuck about sustainable inter-cultural ethical development; their
‘development policy’ would be:
Ecology of Peace Facts Reality: (a) Earth is not flat; (b) Earth renewable and non-renewable
resources are finite; (c) When humans breed or consume above ecological carrying capacity
limits, it results in resource conflict; (d) To sustainably protect and conserve natural resources
in accordance to local and national carrying capacity limits; and restrict national and
international inter-cultural, racial and religious resource war conflict; humans must reform
and/or abolish the Masonic War is Peace international law social contract; and cooperate to
implement an Ecology of Peace international law social contract that restricts all the worlds
citizens, from all races, religions and classes; to breed and consume below ecological carrying
capacity limits.
Put simply: everyone breed and consume below ecological carrying capacity limits and engage in
fully informed consenting agreements.

but i appreciate you checking in and being aware of how you may come across,
Not sure what you mean ‘how I may come across’. If Tom and Mary are from different cultures;
how Tom comes across to Mary; if Tom is not coming across to Mary as Mary expect Tom should
come across to Mary; is a function of Mary’s socio-cultural beliefs about how Tom ‘should’ come
across to Mary.
If I am not coming across to you in a way that you think I should come across; then you are
welcome to clarify for me; how and why you think I should come across to you in the way you
consider to be the ‘correct way to come across’ to a person from your culture.

it makes me feel that you're more approachable.

Well if I am coming across to you as approachable; that’s good; if we are both interested in an
honest conversation; then we may learn something from each other; and be able to cooperate to
on issues we agree upon; or nonviolently to agree to disagree on issues we don’t agree upon.

i'll check out gene's link, this is all very interesting to me and makes me further believe that the
simple act of helping, in any situation, is an elusive and undervalued skill.
Agreed. I don’t think you can help anyone until you are clear about what it is that they want. If
they don’t know what they want; you could probably help them to clarify for themselves that
they are confused and don’t know what they want; which would be a good start for them to start
considering what it is they want from being alive on planet earth; as an alleged human.
It is however possible to help someone who does know what they want.
If you have the skills and/or resources to help them (a) if you want to; you can help them; (b) if
you don’t know if you want to help them, cause you need more information: you can tell them: I
need more information to make a decision as to whether I want to help you or not; and tell them
what information you need; so you can make your decision about whether you want to help
them; (c) if you don’t want to help them; tell them asap; so that you don’t waste their time.

Ok, i'm outta here in a week, i'm going overland from gambia to dakar tomorrow and will fly
back to the states in a week. talk with you later on,
Okay; hope you have a good trip to Dakar and back home. Till then.
Lara
CC List FYI: Transcript of this and prior correspondence to Stephen can be found at EoP Axis
Military Necessity Evacuation: Uganda [PDF].

